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Abstract

The vibration response of a structure excited by a turbulent boundary layer is investigated experimentally and

numerically. First, the wall pressure in a high speed acoustic wind tunnel is characterized and the cross-spectral density

is approximated using a Corcos model with frequency dependent correlation lengths and a modified Chase model. Both

models agree quite well with the measured cross spectrum. Second, based on these turbulence models, the vibration

response is predicted and compared to measurements. At lower frequencies both models perform well. In a higher

frequency region, however, the vibration response is greatest for length scales that are much longer than the one given

by the convection velocity of the turbulence, and in this frequency region only the modified Chase model works

effectively.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Vibration and noise in structures excited by turbulent boundary layer (TBL) flow has been, and continues to be, of

interest in many engineering applications, e.g., piping systems, aircraft structures and marine applications. Reviews of

the progress made within this area in the last 50 years are available in the literature (Bull, 1996; Schlichting, 1979; Blake,

1986; Leehey, 1988; Willmarth, 1975; Howe, 1991). Here, the vibration response of a thin plate to a TBL is investigated

experimentally and numerically.

Turbulence is an intrinsically nonlinear process, which can only be expressed in statistical terms and is generally

described by semi-empirical models. The quantity of interest for vibration prediction is the cross-spectral density of the

wall pressure field. Early measurements of the wall pressure, e.g., by Corcos (1964) and Bull (1967), were analyzed based

on the notion of a slowly changing pressure field that convects in the streamwise direction with a speed, the convection

velocity, that is somewhat smaller than the free flow velocity. From these observations, the cross-spectral density could

be represented as a function of similarity variables and, once Fourier transformed in space, the corresponding
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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wavenumber frequency spectrum was found. This spectrum has a maximum at the convective peak, where the

wavenumber equals the angular frequency divided by the convection velocity.

The perceived close fit to measured data in the space domain achieved by these earlier models is, however, deceptive.

Most of the turbulent energy might indeed be given by pressure field components with wavenumbers around the

convective peak, but these are not the components of greatest importance for the response of structures at frequencies

above the aerodynamic coincidence. This coincidence occurs at the frequency when the structure’s flexural wave speed

equals the convection velocity, and around this frequency the largest vibration response is expected. At even higher

frequencies and for moderate structural damping, the largest structural response has a characteristic length scale that is

longer than the one that dominates the turbulence. Under these circumstances, it is the faster, low wavenumbers, or

sub-convective components, that are largely responsible for the structural excitation, despite the fact that they

contribute very little to the wall pressure.

With linear streamwise arrays of uniformly spaced and identical pressure transducers it is possible to filter out

wavenumber components of the wall pressure cross spectrum. Measurements (Maidanik and Jorgensen, 1967; Blake

and Chase, 1970; Farabee and Geib, 1991) taken in this way indicate a ‘white’ wavenumber spectrum in the sub-

convective range. Another approach is to use a structure as a wavenumber filter, thus Martin and Leehey (1977) used a

tensioned membrane, whereas Jameson (1975) used a clamped steel plate. There now exists some qualitative

understanding of the wall pressure frequency spectrum in the low wavenumber domain, but there is still a lack of

agreement regarding its magnitude.

Awareness of possible shortcomings of the Corcos model led to the development of a number of new models.

Some of these (Efimtsov, 1982; Chase, 1980, 1987; Smol’yakov and Tkachenko, 1991; Ffowcs Williams, 1982) are

compared by Graham (1997). The best model for high speed aircraft is, according to Graham, the one which provides

an accurate description of the convective peak. Efimtsov’s model, an extension of Corcos’ model, is cited as a suitable

candidate and will also be considered in this study. Some concerns regarding the multiplicative approach, upon which

Corcos’ and Efimtsov’s models are based, are expressed. Graham concludes, however, that any further ‘sophistication’,

as introduced by Chase, should only be necessary if the turbulence excited structure does not exhibit aerodynamic

coincidence.

The conclusion from our study is that the correct modelling of only the convective peak may lead to gross

errors (X10dB) in the predicted structural response at frequencies above the aerodynamic coincidence. This would

therefore justify certain further ‘sophistication’, and Chase’s model is a natural choice, given that it seems to

represent the low wavenumber domain more accurately than other models (Borisyuk and Grinchenko, 1997). Some

modifications were necessary to fit Chase’s original model (Chase, 1980) to the measured data, and these are also

reported herein.

The measurements of turbulence excitation were made in the acoustic wind tunnel at the Marcus Wallen-

berg Laboratory (MWL) and allowed for flow speeds up to 120 m/s, which is relatively high compared to most

measurements found in the literature. Light weight accelerometers were used to measure the vibrational response

of a clamped aluminum plate and two spatially separated microphones measured the wall pressure cross-spectral

density.

The response to TBL excitation was calculated by a wavenumber frequency approach similar to that described in

Birgersson et al. (2003), Maury et al. (2002), it is detailed by Birgersson (2003), Birgersson et al. (2005), Birgersson and

Finnveden (2005). The response is thus given by a single integral, over the wavenumber domain, of the wavenumber

frequency spectrum multiplied by the sensitivity function of the structure. This sensitivity function describes the

response of the structure to a travelling pressure wave, and can be interpreted as a filter which only depends on the

structure’s geometrical and mechanical properties. If the sensitivity function is correct, any error in the estimated

response will originate from an error in the wall pressure model. Thus, the wall pressure models can be assessed by the

agreement between measured and predicted vibration response.

The major contribution of this work is the joint numerical and experimental evaluation of wall pressure and induced

plate vibration at frequencies well above the aerodynamic coincidence. Several works, e.g., Birgersson et al. (2004), and

Totaro and Guyader (2003) report on similar evaluations in situations where the Corcos model is good enough. The

current work, however, provides an independent estimate of the parameters in the Chase model and, possibly, the first

experimental confirmation of its ability to predict structural response at frequencies well above the aerodynamic

coincidence.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the measurements of the turbulent wall pressure. Section 3

presents the Corcos and Chase models of the wall pressure, together with modifications made to extend their validity

over a greater frequency range. In Section 4 both modified models are compared to the measured wall pressure cross-

spectral density. Also, the vibration response predictions based on the two models are compared to the measured

response.
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2. Measurements of turbulent wall pressure

The measurements had two purposes. The first of these was to determine the characteristics of the wall pressure field,

while the second was to quantify the response of a flexible panel excited by this pressure field. The investigation was

confined to frequencies below 5000Hz because the plate vibration and plate emitted sound power at higher frequencies

is relatively low.

2.1. Experimental set-up

The wind tunnel used for measurements is outlined in Fig. 1, and occupied all four measurement rooms of the MWL.

The anechoic room functioned as a large silencer and as a plenum chamber. The fan system in the basement was capable

of producing a maximum volume flow of about 10m3 s�1 and a pressure drop of 10 kPa. This system produced an

overpressure in the anechoic room, which in turn provided a silent source of flow through the wind tunnel. In fact, when

standing in the anechoic room, it was not possible to hear the fans, but only a rumbling from within the tunnel. The

flow quality was good and the background noise level was below 25 dB(A).

The tunnel was a suspended 9 m long steel duct of rectangular cross-section with wall thickness 12mm, height

175 mm and width 375 mm. The corners of the cross-section were rounded in order to avoid corner effects in the flow.

The maximum flow velocity for the duct was 120m/s.

Part of the tunnel was used as a test-section, with a horizontal aperture provided for the mounting of test panels. This

section was located in a reverberation room, which made it relatively easy to determine the emitted sound power from

any test panel. These measurements are not reported here. To minimize vibration of the test panels due to vibration of

the duct, the duct wall was stiffened by two 40 � 40mm steel bars both upstream and downstream from the test-section.

Furthermore, a constrained damping layer was attached to the duct, further reducing the vibration level at high

frequencies. Validation measurements proved the transmission of duct vibration to the test plates to be negligible

(Finnveden, 2004).

The boundary layer thickness d in the test-section was determined from hot wire measurements and theory given in

Schlichting (1979), and was found to be sufficiently large for the intended measurements, without having to be

triggered. Fig. 2 shows the measured velocity profile for a free flow velocity of 100 m/s. This measurement verifies that

the velocity profile is as in a ‘classical’ boundary layer. Some other flow characteristics found from the measurements

are given in Table 1.

A special plexiglas panel was used for TBL wall pressure measurements, as shown in Fig. 3 (left). Two moveable

discs, to which microphones were mounted, were incorporated into the panel. The larger disk had a microphone (M1)

flush-mounted at its centre, and this gave the reference pressure. The second, smaller disc was eccentrically mounted to

the first, and had a second flush-mounted microphone (M2) attached. Rotation of the discs enabled the position of M2

on the panel, and its distance from M1, to be changed. The distance between the microphones could be varied between

13 and 130mm, allowing a great variety of microphone positions for correlation measurements, and Fig. 3 (middle)

shows the positions used in this study. However, it was later found that the positions close to the outer circle were

contaminated by noise, probably caused by a small gap between the moveable parts, and the measurements taken at

the three positions marked with crosses were therefore discarded. Small (1
8
-in.) microphones, with their protection

grids removed, were used in order to minimize the errors at high frequencies that are caused by finite microphone size.
Anechoic 
Room 

Reverberation  
Room 

Shock and Vibration 
 Room 

Semi-Anechoic 
Room 

 6 m 

Fig. 1. Wind tunnel with test-section located in the reverberation room.
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Fig. 2. Velocity profile for a free flow velocity of 100m/s at a distance z from wall scaled with the boundary layer thickness d. Circles

are measured velocities and solid line corresponds to a power velocity distribution law (Schlichting, 1979) with n ¼ 8:3.

Table 1

Estimated flow data from measurements

U1 80 (m/s) 100 (m/s) 120 (m/s)

d (mm) 50 50 53

d� (mm) 5.1 5.2 5.5

Uc (m/s) 58 76 90

Ut (m/s) 2.6 3.1 3.7
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Fig. 3. Plexiglas plate (left) for wall pressure measurements with 26 measurement positions shown (middle) and aluminium plate with 5

accelerometer positions (right). Values are in mm.
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The resolution of all auto spectra and coherence measurements was 6.25 Hz and the measurements were averaged for

1min. This was not quite enough to bring out the coherent part of the signal for large microphone separation and for

clarity the results shown are further averaged in swept 10% frequency bands. The validity of this approach was

confirmed by a few narrow-band measurements with measurement times of over 1 h.

At frequencies below 150 Hz acoustic modes in the wind tunnel also had a noticeable effect on the measured

pressure spectra. Noise cancellation techniques effectively reduced this effect, but in the context of this paper the

removal of this ‘contamination’ is of little interest and is not reported here. All curve fitting to measured correlation

data was performed in the frequency range from 250Hz up to 3000Hz, in which the data was considered to be the most

reliable.

2.2. Wall pressure power spectral density

The double sided wall pressure power spectral density Fpp ðPa2 s=radÞ was measured using a fixed microphone. Fig. 4

shows the wall pressure power spectral density plotted in dimensionless form for the three free flow velocities U1 ¼

80; 100 and 120m/s. As a comparison a reference curve (Robert, 1984), based on a collection of measurements in

different wind tunnels, is also drawn. This reference is described by,

FppU1

q2d�
¼

2:14 � 10�5 od�=U1o0:25;

7:56 � 10�6 � ðod�=U1Þ
�0:75 0:25pod�=U1p3:5;

1:27 � 10�4 � ðod�=U1Þ
�3 3:5ood�=U1;

8><
>: (1)

where o is angular frequency and d� is displacement thickness. The dynamic pressure is given by q ¼ r0U2
1=2 with r0

the density of the fluid. As is seen from the figure, this model describes the wall pressure power spectral density quite

accurately with a small discrepancy of approximately 1 dB. Also, the measurements agree within 1–2 dB with the

measurements collected by Keith et al. (1992). Other types of scaling with, for example, inner variables are available in

the literature (Blake, 1986; Keith et al., 1992), but the one used was seen to give a reasonably good approximation of the

data. What the model does not predict is the maximum value of the spectra at approximately od�=U1 ¼ 0:2, which has

been observed by other investigators as well, e.g. Farabee and Casarella (1991) and Leclercq and Bohineust (2002).

2.3. Wall pressure coherence

The cross-spectral density of the wall pressure is defined as

Sppðx1; x2;oÞ ¼ hp�ðx; y;oÞ; pðx þ x1; y þ x2;oÞi, (2)
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Fig. 4. Wall pressure power spectral density for three velocities: 80m/s, solid; 100m/s, dashed; 120m/s, dotted. Reference curve

proposed by Robert (1984) given as straight lines.
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Fig. 5. Streamwise coherence as function of frequency. For 13mm (top), 21 and 31mm (bottom) streamwise separation. Solid,

measurements; dashed, modified Chase; dotted, modified Corcos.
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Fig. 6. Spanwise coherence as function of frequency. For 13mm (top), 21 and 31mm (bottom) spanwise separation. Solid,

measurements; dashed, modified Chase; dotted, modified Corcos.
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where p denotes wall pressure. Sppðx1; x2;oÞ can be expressed on the form

Sppðx1; x2;oÞ ¼ FppðoÞGðx1; x2;oÞ, (3)

where FppðoÞ is the wall pressure power spectral density and Gðx1; x2;oÞ describes the correlation between two points

with a spatial separation of x1 and x2 in the longitudinal and transverse direction, respectively. FppðoÞ is here taken

directly from the measurements, but it could also have been predicted, with an error of 1–2 dB, using Eq. (1). As in

Farabee and Geib (1991), the modulus of the function G will be referred to as coherence, and its phase investigated

separately. Note that sometimes, e.g. in Newland (1984), the coherence is denoted by the square of this modulus.

The wall pressure coherence was measured using two microphones with a spatial separation. Figs. 5 and 6 show

measurements of streamwise and spanwise coherence, whereas Figs. 7 and 8 show the coherence given a spatial

separation at an angle to the flow. Fig. 9 shows the measured phase of the cross-spectral density and Fig. 10 is a contour
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Fig. 7. Coherence on a quarter circle with 21mm separation as function of frequency. Angle varies from 0 (top) to 90 (bottom).

Solid, measurements; dashed, modified Chase; dotted, modified Corcos.
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plot of measured coherence on a quarter circle. These results are used to assess the proposed models in the next section,

and will be discussed in more detail then.

As noted in the literature, there is a relatively rapid loss in coherence at low frequencies, and noise cancellation

techniques revealed this further by Farabee and Casarella (1991). Figs. 6 and 7 clearly exhibit a peak in the coherence

spectrum when od=Uc � 2. This phenomenon has recently been noted in, for example, Farabee and Casarella (1991),

and was earlier observed by Bull (1967). However, Bull reported it as a levelling off to a constant value at frequencies

below a cut off frequency given by od=Uc � 2:7.

In conclusion, a wall pressure data base is collected. The generality of the measurement set up has been verified by hot

wire measurements showing a classical turbulent boundary layer velocity profile. Also, the measured auto spectra agree

within 1–2 dB with spectra found in other wind tunnels. Finally, correlation lengths estimated for a Corcos model agree

with results from the literature, as will be shown in the next section.
3. Models for the cross-spectral density of the pressure

To calculate turbulence induced structural response it is important to have an accurate description of the cross-

spectral density of the pressure. In this section Corcos’ model is recapitulated, as Corcos’ curve fit to measured narrow

band pressure correlations (Corcos, 1964) is quite well established. However, experimental evidence suggests that

Corcos’ model overpredicts levels at wavenumbers below the convective peak [e.g., Martin and Leehey (1977), Chase

(1980)]. As will be shown later, this was also evident in the present study and a modified Chase model was derived in

order to best describe both measured turbulent wall pressure and plate response.

3.1. Modified Corcos model

Corcos assumed that the loss of coherence between two spatially separated points is equal to the loss of coherence in

the streamwise direction multiplied by the loss of coherence in the spanwise direction. From a curve fit for the narrow-

band spatial correlation between wall pressures, Corcos obtained

Gðx1; x2;oÞ ¼ e�a1kc jx1j e�a2kcjx2j eikcx1 , (4)

where

kc ¼ o=Uc. (5)
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Fig. 8. Coherence at 600–2400 Hz for 16 points with varying spanwise and streamwise separation, shown as function of spanwise

separation. ‘�’, measurements; ‘o’, modified Chase. Note: points at the same spanwise separation can have different coherence

depending on their streamwise separation.
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The convection velocity Uc is thus given by the cross-spectral phase. It has a small tendency to be larger for large

streamwise separations. Also, it has some dependence of frequency. In this study, however, a constant value for each

flow speed is used.

The parameters ai denote loss of coherence in the longitudinal and transverse directions. Various values are given in

the literature for ai; Blake (1986) for example recommends that a1 ¼ 0:116; a2 ¼ 0:7 be taken for smooth walls. These

parameters may also be estimated directly from measurements. Following a similar philosophy as Efimtsov (1982), they

can be considered as functions of frequency.

The wavenumber spectrum is found from a Fourier transform according to

Pðk1; k2;oÞ ¼
1

ð2pÞ2

Z þ1

�1

Z þ1

�1

Gðx1; x2;oÞe
�ik1x1 e�ik2x2 dx1 dx2, (6)

and Corcos’ model (4) can therefore be expressed in the wavenumber domain as

Pðk1; k2;oÞ ¼
a1a2

p2k2
cða

2
3 þ ðk2=kcÞ

2
Þða2

1 þ ðk1=kc � 1Þ2Þ
. (7)

With just one set of parameters ða1; a2Þ, Corcos’ model did not describe the measured coherence over the entire

frequency range. Hence, the model was modified by introducing one set for each third octave band and for each flow
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velocity. That a modification of this kind is important can be seen from Fig. 11, where a1 and a2 are shown to vary from

values of 0.3 and 9 down to values of 0.07 and 0.7, respectively. These values were found by applying a

multidimensional unconstrained nonlinear minimization routine to the difference between predicted and measured wall

pressure coherence in one-third octave bands. A linear interpolation between the values at centre frequencies was then

made in order to define the parameters as continuous functions. It was possible to find values for one frequency at a

time, but the values obtained were not as smooth. The ai also depend on flow velocity as indicated by the arrows, and

having to estimate values for every third octave band naturally imposes a significant limitation on the modified Corcos

model. An alternative, and computationally less expensive, method of estimating the constants is therefore desirable.

Fig. 11 also shows the ai calculated from Efimtsov’s empirical expressions (Efimtsov, 1982) using his prescribed

constants and U1 ¼ 100m=s. At high frequencies Efimtsov’s values are quite close to the optimized values, but at low

frequencies at least two of his seven constants, namely a2 and a5, need to be decreased.

3.2. Modified Chase model

Chase’s model is believed to describe the low-wavenumber domain ðk15kcÞ better than Corcos’ model, which is

important for the response prediction later. In his model, Chase also predicts the wall pressure auto spectrum FppðoÞ,
which was here already known from measurements (or from Eq. (1)). This quantity was therefore factored out and not

considered in what follows. Chase’s original model (Chase, 1980, Eqs. 72–74) gave a reasonable, but not quite

satisfactory, description of the measured cross-correlation. Nevertheless, investigations showed that the predicted

cross-correlation could be improved with some small adjustments, as shown in that which follows. As Chase neglected

some terms when presenting his model in the space domain, the more precise version given by Josserand et al. (1989,

Eqs. (12), 14a–14c) is used

Gðx1; x2;oÞ ¼ AM ðoÞfM ðx1; x2;oÞe
�zM ei kcx1 þ AT ðoÞfT ðx1; x2;oÞe

�zT ei kc x1 , (8)

where

fM ¼ 1 þ zM þ a2
M m2

M 1 � z2
M1=zM

� �
þ 2iaM mM zM1, (9)

fT ¼ 1 þ zT þ a2
T 1 � z2

T2=zT

� �
þ a2

T m2
T 1 � z2

T1=zT

� �
þ 2iaT mT zT1, (10)

zM1 ¼ mMaMkcx1; zT1 ¼ mTaT kcx1, (11)

zM2 ¼ aMkc; x2; zT2 ¼ aT kcx2, (12)
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aM ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ ðbM kc dÞ�2

q
; aT ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ ðbT kc dÞ�2

q
, (13)

zM ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2

M1 þ z2
M2

q
; zT ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z2

T1 þ z2
T2

q
. (14)

For the modified model two more parameters gM;T are introduced in order to better fit the transverse length scale

used in Eq. (12) to the measurements, such that

zM2 ¼ gMaM kcx2; zT2 ¼ gTaT kcx2. (15)

This changes fT slightly to become

fT ¼ 1 þ zT þ a2
Tg

2
T 1 � z2

T2=zT

� �
þ a2

T m2
T 1 � z2

T1=zT

� �
þ 2iaT mT zT1. (16)

In the modified model, Eqs. (15)–(16) therefore replace Eqs. (10) and (12).

The relative magnitudes AM;T proposed by Josserand and Lauchle (1989) could have been used in the model.

However, preliminary investigations showed that they have a greater dependence on flow speed than is indicated in that

paper. The following model is therefore postulated:

AM ðo;UcÞ ¼ ð1 � rÞ= 1 þ a2
Mm2

M

� �
,

AT ðo;UcÞ ¼ r= 1 þ a2
Tg

2
T þ a2

Tm
2
T

� �
ð17Þ

with

rðo;UcÞ ¼ a � bo=o0,

o0 ¼ 105½rad=s�; 0prp1. ð18Þ

This modified model will be used in the next section.

The wavenumber frequency spectrum corresponding to the modified model is given by

Pðk1; k2;oÞ ¼ aMk2
1K�5

M þ aT ðk
2
1 þ k2

2ÞK
�5
T (19)

with

K2
i ¼

ðo=ð1 � m2
i Þ � Uck1Þ

2

ðU2
cm

2
i =ð1 � m2

i ÞÞ
þ k2

1 þ
k2

gi


 �2

þ ðbidÞ
�2,

ai ¼
3Aikcðai=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � m2

i

q
Þ
3

pgimi

; i ¼ M;T . (20)

This spectrum is quite similar to the one given by Chase (1980, Eqs. 68–70). The factor ð1 � m2
i Þ arises, in a similar

way to that found by Josserand and Lauchle (1989) if the approximation mi51 is not made, and the introduction of gi in

Eq. (15) results in a scaling of k2 in Ki. If mi51 and gi ¼ 1, the presented spectrum equals the one given by Chase.

The modified Chase model is defined by Eqs. (8)–(18), excluding Eqs. (10) and (12), and the set of parameters in

Table 2. A similar minimization routine as for the modified Corcos model was used to find these parameters. The scale

of the problem was larger this time, with as many as 12 nondimensional parameters for the three free flow velocities.

In order to accomplish this, first the seven parameters mi; bi; gi and r were determined for each flow velocity and each
Table 2

Parameters for modified Chase model

U1 80 (m/s) 100 (m/s) 120 (m/s)

a 0.5362 0.5928 0.6468

b 0.1869 0.1355 0.1382

bM bT mM mT gM gT

0.5973 0.3158 0.2831 0.0614 1.2267 1.4186
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third-octave band. A closer inspection of these parameters revealed that only r varied noticeably. The parameters a and

b were then introduced instead of r, and the averaged values for the other parameters gave a good first guess to curve

fitting for all flow velocities and all frequencies.

The resulting parameter set is the one reproduced in Table 2. It is interesting to compare these values to the values

given by Chase (1980, Eq. (86): mM ¼ mT ¼ 0:176; gM ¼ gT ¼ 1; bT ¼ 0:378 and bM ¼ 0:756). The values for bM;T are

not greatly different from the ones found here, however, mM is almost twice as large, whereas mT on the other hand is

approximately three times smaller. Thus the length scale in the spanwise and streamwise direction has a ratio of

approximately 4 in the first term of Eq. (8) and 23 in the second term. Using Chase’s parameters, the ratio is

approximately 6 in both terms. Values of gM;T close to unity in Table 2 might have raised questions as to the necessity of

introducing these variables, but they lay in the approximate range of 1.2–1.4 and did, in fact, allow for a much better fit

to the measured data. Chase prescribed two functions CM and CT , which are almost independent of flow speed. In the

modified model, the functions AM and AT are introduced instead. These functions depend on a; b, and therefore

significantly on flow speed. According to Chase, the first term in Eq. (8) gives the mean flow-turbulence contribution to

the wall pressure, whereas the second term gives the turbulence–turbulence contribution, and it does not seem

unreasonable that the relative contribution of the latter term should increase with flow speed.
4. Assessment of models

In this section the modified Corcos and Chase models described earlier will be put to the test. Firstly, they have to

accurately describe the measured wall pressure cross-spectral density and secondly, they have to enable a satisfactory

prediction of turbulence induced structural response.

4.1. Comparison with measured wall pressure

A comparison of the measured cross-spectral density of the pressure with the predicted results from a modified Chase

and Corcos’ model will be presented here. Only the results for a free flow velocity of 100 m/s will be shown, as these

results were representative of the other two velocities and the difference in measured and predicted coherence was more

or less the same for all three velocities.

When optimizing the parameters for these two models, a curve fit to the measured cross-spectral density was made as

described in Section 3. Figs. 5–10 show how these models agree with the measured coherence and phase. Where

applicable, solid lines represent measurements in the figures, whereas dashed and dotted lines represent the modified

Chase and Corcos models, respectively.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the streamwise and spanwise coherence, for a spatial separation of 13, 21 and 31 mm. Generally,

the coherence decreases with increasing separation and frequency. Below a cut off frequency of approximately 500 Hz

there is, however, a levelling off to a constant value in Fig. 5, whereas a maximum in the coherence is visible in Fig. 6

around this frequency.

From Fig. 6 it is obvious that the measured coherence had a threshold level of 0.04, below which the coherence could

not be observed. This threshold level arises from the limited measurement time of 1min for each separation and can be

considered as noise. To decrease this level to a lower value a measurement time of the order of 1 h or more is

recommended, and some later measurements were carried out with this longer time span. For the optimization process

any measured value of the coherence below 0.04 was not used.

Fig. 7 shows the coherence on a quarter circle with 21mm separation as a function of frequency. Four angles are

investigated in the figure: 0, 20, 40 and 90. As was seen in the previous figures, the measured and predicted

coherence agree surprisingly well and there is little difference in accuracy between the modified Corcos and modified

Chase model.

Fig. 8 shows the coherence as a function of the spanwise separation at 16 measurement points, which has different

spanwise and streamwise separations. During the optimization procedure it was found that the average difference

between predicted and measured coherence was approximately 0.02 and the figure seems to support this observation.

The phase of the cross-spectral density is displayed in Fig. 9. The Corcos model assumes a convected phase given by

ox1=Uc, which in the figure is a straight line. The Chase model predicts a phase very close to this line and the

measurements confirm that the assumption of a phase convected downstream with a single convection velocity is not

too bad. Some measurements with zero separation in the x1 direction should optimally have a phase close to zero

according to the models, but nonetheless show a phase in the figure. This behaviour was attributed to the increased

measurement errors that occur for large spanwise separations, where the coherence is very small and the phase is erratic.
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Fig. 10 is an attempt to compare the measured and predicted coherence in space at 1200Hz. The solid contours were

linearly interpolated from a set of 21 measurement points on a quarter circle and the level curves extend from 0.8 down

to 0.1. The dashed and dotted lines are the contours that a Chase or Corcos like model might predict for the coherence

at this frequency. The main difference between them is that Chase’s model has elliptic curves as compared to the

straight lines given by Corcos’ model. With the limited measurement points available, it is hard to determine which

model is the more representative from this observation alone, but more measurement points might possibly give some

clues as to this. Some recent numerical simulations (Singer, 1996) seem to suggest a better fit to elliptical curves, thus

supporting the use of a Chase or a Smol’yakov and Tkachenko model.

Reviewing all the figures it is obvious that both models provide for a reasonably good description of the measured

wall pressure cross-spectral density. To decide which is the more suited from this type of measurement would be

difficult, and would require a much larger number of measurement points with long measurement times. Furthermore

the separation distance should be increased, which in turn demands much from the measurement equipment and wind

tunnel set-up. Instead, a different approach will be followed in the next paragraph, where the vibrational response of a

turbulence excited plate is predicted using the two models and the results are compared to measurements to decide their

applicability.
4.2. Vibrational response

The characteristics of the investigated aluminum plate were as follows: length Lx 76.8 cm, width Ly 32.8 cm, thickness

h 1.6mm, Young’s modulus E ¼ 7 � 1010 N=m2, density r ¼ 2700 kg=m3 and a Poisson ratio n of 0.33. For the response

predictions, the plate was assumed to be clamped along all edges.

Under operation there is a pressure difference between the inside and outside of the wind tunnel. Thus, the plate is

statically deflected by as much as 4.0mm at its centre and it becomes pre-stressed. The response of a pre-stressed simply

supported plate was predicted showing that the effect was mainly to shift the resonance frequencies slightly upwards,

especially at lower frequencies. For the third octave band powers, however, the effect was only of the order of 1 dB or

less and therefore these results are not commented further here.

The plate’s damping loss factor was estimated in octave bands from decay rate measurements for the three free flow

velocities and is given in Table 3. Thus, under operation of the wind tunnel, a shaker gave an additional excitation to

the plate. Then, the exciter was suddenly removed from the plate and the initial decay of the vibration velocity was

monitored. It was not easy to estimate the reverberation time in this way and to get more confidence in the damping

estimate, the vibration response of the plate under operation was measured with a fine frequency resolution so that the

resonances’ 3-dB bandwidth could be estimated. This procedure confirmed the decay rate measurements but showed

also that there is a large spread in damping between the modes, most probably as their radiation efficiency varies a lot.

The auto spectral density of the velocity Svv of the plate can either be found from (Newland, 1984)

Svvðr; r;oÞ ¼ o2

Z
1

jGðr; a;oÞj2SPPða;oÞda, (21)

or equivalently using a Fourier series expansion, e.g. Birgersson et al. (2003),

Svvðr; r;oÞ ¼ o2
X

m

X
n

jGðr; amn;oÞj2SPPðamn;oÞ, (22)

where amn ¼ ðmp=Lx; np=LyÞ. SPP is a Fourier transform, Eq. (21), or a Fourier series expansion, Eq. (22), of the wall

pressure cross-spectral density given by Eq. (3). The sensitivity function G is the response of the clamped plate at
Table 3

Measured loss factor in octave bands

Octave band (Hz) 80 (m/s) 100 (m/s) 120 (m/s)

125 0.010 0.045 0.065

250 0.007 0.006 0.011

500 0.005 0.006 0.005

1000 0.004 0.005 0.004

2000 0.003 0.003 0.004
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Fig. 12. Wavenumber frequency representation of the wall pressure cross correlation with modified Chase (dashed) and modified

Corcos (dotted) at 2000Hz and for k2 ¼ 0. As a comparison original Chase (solid) and Corcos (dash–dotted).
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location r ¼ ðx; yÞ to a travelling pressure wave of the form pðs; amn;oÞ ¼ e�iamsx e�iansy eiot. Eq. (22) is computationally

more efficient and was used for the calculations.

The sensitivity function was evaluated with a spectral finite element method (SFEM) similar to the one presented by

Birgersson et al. (2003). A merger of this method with a standard FEM was made in order to model clamped plates, as

described by Birgersson (2003), Birgersson et al. (2005), and Birgersson and Finnveden (2005).

In Fig. 12, the wavenumber frequency spectra Pðk1; 0;oÞ at 2000 Hz are compared for some of the models dis-

cussed. This is a convenient way to visualize the low wavenumber differences that are present below the

convective peak. Above the aerodynamic coincidence frequency the structural modes will become increasingly

excited by the low wavenumbers of the wall pressure spectra, and the difference of approximately 10 dB in this region

between the modified Corcos and Chase models will be strongly reflected in the response spectra of the turbulence

excited structure. The ‘original’ models are shown as a comparison. Corcos’ model has a constant set of parameters,

ða1 ¼ 0:116; a2 ¼ 0:7Þ, and Chase’s model (Chase, 1980, Eqs. 68–70) is used in combination with the values presented by

Chase (1980), i.e., mM ;T ¼ 0:176; bT ¼ 0:378 and bM ¼ 0:756. Corcos’ model with Efimtsov’s values for ai gave more or

less the same result as the modified Corcos for this frequency. The modified Corcos model is approximately 3 dB lower

than the ‘original’ in the low wavenumber domain, which gave a small, but not sufficient, improvement to the response

predictions shown later.

A nondimensional metric R for the response of the plate was defined as

R ¼
o2r2h2Svv

Fpp

, (23)

and Fig. 13 shows the calculated and measured metric R for the three free flow velocities in averaged 1
3
-octave bands.

The response is an average of the response at five positions of the plate, as given in Table 4. The response calculated

using the modified Chase model is still not perfect, with an average error of 3 dB in the third octave bands. It does,

however, represent a great improvement on the modified Corcos model and to the authors’ knowledge the accuracy of

the predicted plate response is one of the best to be found in the literature.

If the sensitivity function is correct, any error in the predicted response should originate from an error in the wall

pressure model. However, the computational model is built on a number of assumptions about the plate, e.g., that all

edges are rigidly clamped and that there is no static pre-stress induced by the pressure difference between the two sides

of the plate, and errors in these assumptions will produce errors in the subsequent predictions. The significance of these

errors was investigated by determining the effect of changing the boundary conditions to simply supported, and of

including pre-stress from a measured static deflection. The total effect of these changes on the predicted response was

around 3 dB or less. Predictions from both wall pressure models would have been affected in the same way by the

changes, and therefore it is believed that these modelling errors would not have changed the conclusions that have been

drawn from the work.
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Fig. 13. Nondimensional vibration response in 1/3-octave bands for a clamped plate with a free flow velocity of 80m/s (top), 100m/s

(middle) and 120m/s (bottom). Solid, measurements; dashed, results based on modified Chase; dotted, results based on modified

Corcos.
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5. Conclusion

This investigation acquired a database on the wall pressure cross-spectral density beneath a turbulent boundary layer.

The wind tunnel used had a small cross-sectional dimension, but was on the other hand unaffected by fan noise and

allowed for high flow speeds. The results were obtained over an extended frequency range and a number of spatial
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Table 4

Positions of measured and predicted plate response

x (m) 0.134 0.224 0.334 0.499 0.634

y (m) 0.284 0.089 0.184 0.229 0.119

Note: Plate is located in the xy-plane with origo placed in one corner.
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separations. The main focus was to find an accurate model of the measured cross-spectral density, that also allowed for

a satisfactory prediction of the vibrational response of turbulence excited plate structures.

A number of models to describe the cross-spectral density are readily available in the literature. Here, Corcos’ and

Chase’s models were applied to the measured data. However, they were, in their original form, not suited to modelling

the behaviour of the cross spectra over the whole frequency range and therefore they were modified slightly. In a

manner similar to the Efimtsov model, the parameters in the Corcos model were made frequency and flow speed

dependent. In Chase’s model, two parameters were introduced to better fit the spanwise coherence to the measurements,

which decayed quicker than predicted by the original model. Also the relative amplitude of the term describing the

mean shear–turbulence contribution to the one describing the turbulence–turbulence contribution to the wall pressure

was made frequency and flow speed dependent.

Both turbulence models agree with the measured coherence, typically the error is below 0.02. Due to a limited

measurement time the coherence had a threshold level of approximately 0.04 below which it was not possible to detect

any coherent signals. This makes it difficult to discriminate between the turbulence models based on the wall pressure

measurements alone. Later, the cross spectra for a few points were averaged over more than an hour and this showed

that it is possible to reduce the threshold level by at least a factor of 10.

The vibration response of a thin-walled plate mounted in the wind tunnel was measured and also predicted using the

wall pressure models. Both models agree with the measured vibration response in a lower frequency regime, with a

typical error of 3 dB. Above the aerodynamic coincidence, however, only the modified Chase model is correct, and a

difference of approximately 10 dB was found between the models. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the current

study provides the first experimental verification of the superiority of Chase type models over Corcos type models in

predicting vibration response at frequencies well above the aerodynamic coincidence.
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